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Abstract
This paper describes duneuro, a software toolbox for forward modeling in neuroscience.
Its purpose is to provide extendible and easy-to-use interfaces and enable a closer integra-
tion into existing analysis pipelines. It provides implementations of fitted and unfitted
finite element methods and makes use of the Dune framework. The forward problems
consist of the electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) for-
ward problems. For the incorporation into existing analysis pipelines, Python and Matlab
interfaces are provided. The practical use is demonstrated on a source analysis example
of evoked potentials.
1 Introduction
We present duneuro, a software toolbox for forward modeling in neuroscience. Its main
focus is to provide an extendible and easy-to-use framework for using various finite ele-
ment methods for different neuroscientific applications, such as the EEG or MEG forward
problem [1, 2].
The general view on a software toolbox can be split into two parts: the user perspec-
tive and the developer perspective. From the perspective of a user, the toolbox should
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be accessible and easy to use. Similar methods should work in a similar way through a
common interface. When considering the solution of the EEG forward problem, it should
be possible to quickly exchange the discretization scheme. The user should not be con-
fronted with the high complexity of a C++ finite element code. Additionally, it should
be possible to embed the forward approach into an already existing processing pipeline.
From the point of view of a developer, who wants to implement different discretization
schemes or extend already existing approaches, further aspects are important. As differ-
ent finite element methods share several subcomponents, such as the representation of
the computational domain or the solver of the linear system, the toolbox should bundle
the different implementations and enable code reuse. The toolbox should be extendible,
especially with respect to common variable components. In addition, as there are already
several libraries offering codes for finite element computations, it would be advantageous
to make use of existing components and benefit from existing maintenance and testing
infrastructure.
In order to perform analysis of EEG or MEG data, different open source software
packages offer tools to implement a complete processing pipeline such as the Matlab-
based toolboxes FieldTrip [3], Brainstorm [4] and Zeffiro [5], the Python-based toolbox
MNE-Python [6] or the C++ code MNE [7]. The toolbox SimBio1 offers a broad range
for forward and inverse methods for EEG and MEG analysis. Recently, a small subset
of its functionality has been integrated into FieldTrip [8]. With respect to the finite
element method, only first order Lagrangian elements are implemented in SimBio. Due
to its structure, extending the code to support different discretization schemes would
be error-prone and time-consuming. In addition, there are well-tested and established
general purpose software toolboxes for finite element computations.
One existing library for finite element computations is the distributed and unified nu-
merics environment (Dune)2. More precisely, it is a general purpose open-source C++ li-
brary for solving partial differential equations using mesh-based methods. It is extendible
by offering a modular structure and providing abstract interfaces and separation between
data structures and algorithms. Due to the modular structure, a user of Dune only has
to use those modules that are needed. At the core of the Dune library is an abstract
definition of a grid interface [9, 10]. Using the abstract interface allows writing reusable
code that is independent of the concrete implementation of the grid or the type of the
grids elements. Then the identical code can be used in multiple spatial dimensions and
for tetrahedral, hexahedral or other element types.
The duneuro library presented in this paper makes use of several existing Dune mod-
ules. For representing geometry-conforming tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes, we use
the grid implementations provided by the dune-uggrid module [11]. In order to reduce
the memory consumption and to simplify the user-code when using a geometry-adapted
hexahedral mesh [12], we use the dune-subgrid module to extract parts of a mesh that
1https://www.mrt.uni-jena.de/simbio
2http://www.dune-project.org
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is given as a segmented voxel image [13]. The discretization of the partial differential
equation makes use of the dune-pdelab module [14]. In dune-pdelab, many different
discretization schemes along with appropriate finite elements are implemented allowing
a rapid prototyping of new models. It offers abstractions for the concept of a function
space on a grid or for the linear operator used in the discretization. The implementation
of the unfitted discontinuous Galerkin method is provided in the dune-udg module [15].
This module has been extended to support also the CutFEM method presented in [16].
One component of the unfitted finite element methods is the integration over implicitely
defined domains, which is performed using the C++ library tpmc3. For the solution of
the linear system, we make use of the iterative solver template library (ISTL) offered by
the dune-istl module [17].
In the following, we first give a short summary on the background of solving the
EEG and MEG forward problems with finite element methods in Section 2. This is
followed by a general description of the toolbox and its use of existing frameworks for
solving partial differential equations. In Section 3 we introduce the main concepts of
different interfaces used within the library. Section 4 describes a method for localizing
elements within a tessellation based on a global coordinate. The interaction of a user with
duneuro is done through bindings with a scripting language, which will be presented in
Section 5. In Section 6, we use the duneuro toolbox to calculate forward soultions which
are subsequently used for source analysis on EEG data obtained from a somatosensory
experiment. Finally, a short conclusion is given in Section 7.
2 Background
In this section we present the background for solving the EEG and MEG forward prob-
lems with finite element methods.
The EEG forward problem The aim of the EEG forward problem is to compute the
electric potential u in a domain Ω ⊂ Rd. It can be formulated using Poisson’s equation:
∇ · σ∇u = ∇ · jp in Ω (1)
〈σ∇u, n〉 = 0 on ∂Ω, (2)
where σ : Ω 7→ R3×3 denotes the symmetric and positive definite conductivity tensor, jp
denotes the primary current density and n denotes the unit outer normal on ∂Ω. The
current source is usually modeled as a current dipole at a position xdp ∈ Ω with the
dipole moment M ∈ Rd. With the use of the delta distribution δxdp centered at xdp, the
current dipole leads to the source term
∇ · jp = M · ∇δxdp .
3http://github.com/tpmc
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Finite element methods for the EEG forward problem Several finite element methods
have been proposed to solve the EEG forward problem. A common basis for these
methods is the tesselation of the computational domain Ω. The domain is partitioned
into a set of elements of simple shape, such as tetrahedrons or hexahedrons. Depending
on the concrete method, certain regularity assumptions are imposed on the tesselation,
such as not containing hanging nodes. For details on the precise definition of a tesselation
we refer to [18]. In the following, we will denote a tesselation of Ω by Th(Ω). Here, h ∈ R
denotes the maximal diameter of a mesh element.
One main difference between several finite element methods is the discrete represen-
tation of the potential u and the formulation of the discrete representation of Pois-
son’s equation. We will not present the mathematical rigorous definition of the differ-
ent methods but refer to the respective publications that introduced the methods for
solving the EEG forward problem. The conforming finite element method using La-
grangian elements represents the potential as a continuous, piecewise polynomial func-
tion [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. For the discretization of the equation,
the classical weak formulation is used directly. In contrast, the discontinuous Galerkin
method does not enforce the continuity of the potential in its function definition but in-
stead, incorporates the continuity weakly through the use of a modified weak formulation
[31]. Using this approach, it gains continuity of fluxes on the discrete level. The mixed
finite element method transforms the second order Poisson’s equation into a system of
first order equation, introducing an additional unknown for the electric field [32].
The finite element methods described above have in common that they use a tessela-
tion which resolves the computational domain Ω. Recently, two finite element methods
have been introduced for solving the EEG forward problem that instead use a tesselation
of an auxiliary domain Ωˆ which is independent of Ω. The conformity of the solution
to the domain Ω is incorporated weakly be modifying the discrete weak formulation.
The CutFEM method uses a function representation that is continuous on each isotrop-
ically homogenized tissue compartment [33, 16]. The unfitted discontinuous Galerkin
method additionally transfers the continuity constraint within each subdomain to the
weak formulation [34, 35, 36].
Due to the difference in representing the discrete function and the different properties
of these representations, different strategies for discretizing the dipolar source term have
to be taken into account. Usually, the derivative of the delta distribution cannot be di-
rectly applicable to a discrete test-function. Several different approaches for the various
finite element methods have been proposed in the literature. For the conforming finite
element methods, the partial integration approach [24, 37], the St. Venant approach
[12, 21, 38], the full and projected subtraction approach [39, 25, 26] and the Whitney
approach [40, 22, 41, 42] have been introduced. Similar approaches have been presented
for the discontinuous Galerkin method, however their exact formulation differs, due to
the different discretization approach. These approaches are the partial integration ap-
proach [43], the Venant approach [16] and the full and localized subtraction approach
[31, 16]. For the unfitted finite element methods both the partial integration approach
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and approaches following the principle of St. Venant have been adopted [16].
The discretization of the EEG forward problem leads to a system Ax = b to be solved
for x ∈ Rn. In order to speed up the computation of the solution to the EEG forward
problem, we first note that in order to compute a lead field matrix, it is not necessary to
know the potential in the interior of the domain Ω, but only the evaluation at the sensor
positions on the boundary. For a given source, this leads to a potential vector U ∈ RN ,
where N ∈ N denotes the number of sensors. Given a solution x ∈ Rn, the evaluation can
be represented by a linear map R ∈ RN×n as U = Rx. Inserting x = A−1b and defining
T := RA−1 results in Tb = U . This means, once T is known, the EEG forward problem
can be solved by computing the right-hand side vector b and performing a matrix-vector
multiplication. The matrix T ∈ RN×n is called the (EEG) transfer matrix. By exploiting
the symmetry of the discrete operator A, the transfer matrix can be computed row-wise
by solving AT t = Rt using the N rows of R as the right-hand sides. Thus, for the
computation of the transfer matrix, the linear system has to be solved once for every
sensor location.
MEG In addition to the EEG forward problem, the toolbox provides methods to solve
the MEG forward problem [44]. Given the electric potential u, the secondary magnetic
field B at a position y ∈ Rd, resulting from the volume current σ∇u, can be expressed
using the law of Biot-Savart [45]:
B(y) =
µ0
4pi
∫
Ω
σ∇u× y − x‖y − x‖3 dx ,
where × denotes the three-dimensional cross product.
For the conforming Galerkin method (CG-FEM) this integral can be directly evaluated
using the discrete representation of the potential uh. Results for the MEG approach for
the discontinuous Galerkin method (DG-FEM) in [44] indicate, that a direct usage of
σ∇uh leads to suboptimal accuracies. Instead, the numerical flux of the discontinuous
Galerkin method should be used, which is defined as
{σ∇uh} − η
h
JuhK
(for details, see [44]). In order to provide a single implementation for the integration
using both flux representations, we split the MEG forward solution into two parts: the
projection of the flux into a vector valued function space Wh and the evaluation of the
integral functional for functions in Wh. In [44], a lowest order Raviart-Thomas space was
used for representing the continuous numerical flux, while a space representing gradients
of piecewise multi-linear functions has been employed to represent the physical flux. The
discrete potential uh is given as
uh(x) =
∑
αiφi(x)
5
and the discrete representation of the flux is given as
σ∇uh(x) ≈
∑
βjψj(x).
Using this discrete representation of the flux, the MEG integral for a fixed sensor position
y ∈ Rd can be evaluated by computing
MEG(u, y) =
∑
βj
µ0
4pi
∫
Ω
ψj × y − x‖y − x‖3 dx =: 〈S(y), β〉 .
The computation of the coefficients for the flux based on the coefficients of the discrete
potential can be expressed as a linear operator
β = Pα.
The exact definition of this linear operator depends on the interpolation scheme in the
vector valued function space. Combining the projection and the integral evaluation, the
MEG solution can be obtained from a discrete EEG solution by computing
MEG(u, y) =
〈
P tS(y), α
〉
.
Using this representation, a transfer matrix approach for MEG can be defined following
the description above, where P tS(y) takes the role of the restriction operator, mapping
the discrete solution to the sensor values. The MEG forward solution is available for
any source model. However, note that when using a subtraction approach, the resulting
MEG solution does not include the contributions of the singularity potential.
3 Library Interfaces
In this section we present in detail several subcomponents and interfaces of the duneuro
toolbox and give information on the extendibility of each component. We describe the
driver interface, the discretization of the forward model and the EEG source model and
provide information about the MEG implementation.
The EEG-MEG Driver Interface As described above, there are several different dis-
cretization schemes available for solving the EEG forward problem and each scheme
provides different source models. The finite element methods presented here can be split
into two different categories: the fitted and unfitted discretization methods. The fitted
category refers to a discretization method that uses a grid whose geometry is fitted to
the model geometry. The basis of this approach is a VolumeConductor class that stores the
grid along with the conductivity tensor of each grid element. Currently, there are two
different fitted discretization schemes implemented in duneuro: the conforming Galerkin
(CG-FEM) and the discontinuous Galerkin (DG-FEM) finite element methods. Methods
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MEEGDriverInterface
FittedMEEGDriver UnfittedMEEGDriver
Solver, SMF Solver, SMF
CG DG CutFEM UDG
parameterized by parameterized by
Figure 1: Diagram showing the structure of the driver interface and its implementations.
The SourceModelFactory is abbreviated as SMF.
that fall into this category but are not yet available are mixed finite element methods or
finite volume schemes. The unfitted category refers to a discretization method that uses
a grid which is independent of the model geometry and employs the model geometry
weakly. The model geometry is provided implicitly via level-set functions and considered
in the weak formulation. The currently implemented discretization schemes in the unfit-
ted category are: the CutFEM method and the unfitted discontinuous Galerkin method.
From the user perspective of a software framework, it should be simple and intuitive
to change from a fitted to an unfitted discretization or between different discretization
schemes within each category. For example switching from CG-FEM to DG-FEM should
not require fundamental changes in the user code. A further consideration when design-
ing the interface of the software is the way the user will interact with it. As described
in more detail below, we want to provide bindings to languages a potential user is al-
ready familiar with, such as Python or Matlab. In order to simplify both, the overall
user interface as well as the process of creating such bindings, we define a single coarse
grained interface class to interact with the internal toolbox. This interface class is called
the MEEGDriverInterface. It describes the general concepts of solving EEG and MEG
forward problems. Each of the two discretization categories is implemented by its own
driver class, the FittedMEEGDriver and the UnfittedMEEGDriver respectively. Figure 1
shows a general diagram of the MEEGDriverInterface. For each category, the implemen-
tation of the discretization scheme is provided via two template parameters: a Solver
and a SourceModelFactory. The purpose of the solver class is to bundle the handling of
the system matrix and the solution of the resulting linear system. The source model
factory will construct source models whose purpose is the assembly of the right-hand
side. Both, the solver and the source model factory, are further described below. The
user of the toolbox will not directly interact with the implementation of the drivers, but
only with the driver interface class.
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The Solver and the Source-Model-Factory The purpose of the solver class is the
assembly of the system matrix and the solution of the linear system. It contains the
discretization scheme as well as the necessary function spaces for representing discrete
functions. The main interface method is a solve method which, given a right-hand
side vector, solves Poisson’s equation and returns the discrete solution. Several forward
problems in bioelectromagnetism, e.g., the EEG forward problem, electric or magnetic
stimulation or the computation of a transfer matrix, mainly differ with respect to the
right-hand side of the linear system. The solver class can thus be reused for any such
purpose. By using a single solver class, the system matrix has to be assembled only once
and can be reused for further purposes. As the different discretization schemes differ
in the way the matrix is stored, e.g., with respect to the blocking scheme of the matrix
entries, this information is hidden from the interface. The purpose of the source model
factory is to construct the different source models dynamically based on a configuration
provided by the user. All source models provide a common interface which is described
below.
We will illustrate the extendibility with respect to the discretization scheme using
the example of a mixed finite element method. MixedFEM is based on a first order
representation of Poisson’s equation and employs unknowns for both, the potential and
the electric field. It derives a weak formulation and uses scalar and vector-valued finite
elements on a geometry conforming grid as a discretization. It thus falls into the category
of fitted discretization schemes. In order to use the described FittedMEEGDriver, one needs
to provide two components: a MixedFEMSolver and a MixedFEMSourceModelFactory. The
MixedFEMSolver contains the discretization of the stiffness matrix as well as the definition
to solve the resulting linear system. The implementation of such a solver class is heavily
based on the dune-pdelab module, which contains for example the implementations of the
local basis functions. The MixedFEMSourceModelFactory offers a method to create different
source models for the MixedFEM approach, whose purpose is then to assemble the right-
hand side vector for a given source position. In [32], two different source models have
been presented: a direct approach and a projected approach. Finally, one has to provide
means to evaluate a discrete solution at electrode positions along with the resulting right-
hand side of the transfer matrix approach. Once these components are implemented, the
features of the driver, e.g., computing a transfer matrix or solving the EEG forward
problem, are available.
Source Models For each discretization method, there are several different source models
that are used to discretize the mathematical point dipole. The common task of these
source models can be stated as: given a dipole position and a dipole moment, assemble
the right-hand side vector. This right-hand side vector will then be passed on to the
respective solver class described above. As there is still research ongoing and new source
models are being developed, it should be easy to provide an additional source model
without having to modify the existing code. In addition, it should be possible to choose
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SourceModelInterface
bind(dipole)
assembleRightHandSide(vector)
postProcess(solution)
· · ·PartialIntegrationSourceModel VenantSourceModel
Figure 2: The structure of the source model interface and its implementations.
the source model at runtime, both for investigating the effects of different source models
as well as ruling out the source model as a source of errors. Some source models, such as
the subtraction approach, do not provide a right-hand side for the full potential, but need
to apply an additional post-processing step to the resulting solution in order to obtain
the full potential. For the subtraction approaches, this post-processing step consists of
adding the singularity potential to the correction potential. As this post processing step
depends on the type of the source model and the user should have the option to turn off
the post-processing, it is provided as a method of the source model interface. Figure 2
shows a diagram of the general SourceModelInterface along with its implementations.
A main advantage of the direct source models such as the partial integration approach
or the Venant approaches, is the sparsity of the right-hand side. When stored inside a
sparse vector container, the time for applying the transfer matrix, i.e., multiplying the
right-hand side with the transfer matrix, can be reduced. The complexity is O(M), where
M denotes the number of mesh elements. The constant is proportional to the number
of non-zero entries of the right-hand side. The latter is usually independent of the mesh
resolution. For indirect source models such as the subtraction approach, using the same
data type as for the sparse source models would introduce an additional overhead. Thus,
in order to be able to handle dense and sparse vector types for the right-hand side, the
vector type is provided as a template parameter of the source model interface.
We will illustrate the extendibility with respect to the source models on the example of
a modified subtraction approach for CG-FEM. In [16] a modification of the subtraction
approach has been presented: the localized subtraction approach. It restricts the contri-
bution of the singularity part of the potential to a patch around the source location. As
the functions within a DG-FEM discretization can be discontinuous, they can directly
capture the jump occurring at the boundary of the patch. For a CG-FEM discretiza-
tion, such jumps can not be directly resolved and thus the localization scheme has to
be modified. Instead of using a restriction of the singularity contribution to the patch,
one can multiply the singularity contribution with a function that linearly interpolates
within an interface zone of the patch between the singularity potential and zero. A source
model implementing this localized subtraction approach would provide a class fulfilling
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the source model interface. Within the bind method, the local patch would be created
and the linear interpolation in the interface zone could be constructed. The implementa-
tion of the assembleRightHandSide method contains the integration of the different model
terms, resulting in the right-hand side. The postProcess method adds the singularity
potential to the correction potential on the local patch.
4 Element Localization
A common subtask when assembling the right-hand side for a given dipole is the lo-
calization of the mesh element containing the dipole. For a sparse source model, this
is especially relevant, as the time of assembling the right-hand side is usually constant,
once the dipole element has been found. The complexity of the right-hand side assembly
thus strongly depends on the complexity of the method that is used for finding the dipole
element. The most straight forward approach is given by a linear search among the mesh
elements. Assuming an ordering of the mesh elements, we evaluate for each element of
the mesh if it contains the dipole position. Once the result of the evaluation is positive,
we return this element. This algorithm has an average and worst case complexity of
O(M), where M denotes the number of mesh elements.
A first step to speed up the localization can be found by using geometric information
when iterating the mesh elements instead of using a fixed ordering [46]. The method
presented here is called edge hopping :
1. Start at a given mesh element and iterate over all faces of the current element.
2. Compute the relative position of the dipole location and the hyperplane induced
by the face center and its outer normal.
3. If the dipole lies in normal direction, continue the search at step 1 with the neigh-
boring element if such an element exists.
4. If the face has no neighboring element, the dipole lies outside of the mesh or the
mesh is not convex. Terminate the search.
5. If the dipole lies in the opposite direction, continue at step 2 with the evaluation
of the next face.
6. If the dipole lies on the inside of all faces of the current element, the dipole element
has been found.
A requirement of the edge-hopping method is the convexity of the mesh, that is usually
only fulfilled by the multi-layer sphere models, and not by the realistically shaped head
models. However, as the algorithm monotonously moves closer to the dipole element, we
only need convexity of the mesh in a sphere around the dipole location and the starting
point of the iteration. As the considered sources lie in the gray matter compartment,
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FieldTrip brainstorm · · · nipy/MNE · · ·
duneuro-matlab duneuro-python
MATLAB duneuro
DUNE
python
Figure 3: Relation of the duneuro modules with respect to Dune, external software and
downstream libraries.
that is completely enclosed by the skin, we can easily find such a sphere around the
source locations if the starting location is close to the source position. In order to find an
element that is close to the source location, we insert the element centers into a k-d Tree,
that is a datastructure to efficiently perform nearest neighbor searches [47]. It does so
by recursively splitting the set of element centers along the Cartesian directions. Even
though the center of the element which is closest to the dipole location does not have to
belong to the element containing the dipole, it can be assumed to be close to the desired
element. It thus offers an efficient starting point for the edge-hopping algorithm.
5 Interface to Scripting Languages
In this section we describe the interaction of a user with the duneuro library.
A common approach is to provide a compiled binary executable that the user is able
to call directly. This executable would then load the data provided by the user from the
hard disk, perform the desired computation and write the computed result back to the
hard disk. As different users might want to perform different sets of computations, the
computations to be performed can be configured by the user, either through command
line parameters or through a configuration file. An advantage of this approach is its
very simple and straight forward usage, similar to any other executable on the operating
system. There is no need for additional packages or additional software and the exe-
cutable can be used directly by the user. However, the computation of the solution to
the forward problems is usually only a small part in a longer pipeline for source analysis.
This pipeline usually consists of the data measurements and pre-processing steps and
the forward solution is part of an inverse estimation process. When using the library
directly in an executable, one has to provide methods for reading any input data as well
as writing out the resulting output. Similarly, the configuration has to be transferred to
the executable by the user.
A more convenient way to use the provided library can be found by offering bindings to
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import duneuropy as dp
config = {
’type’ : ’fitted ’,
’solver_type ’ : ’cg’,
’element_type ’ : ’tetrahedron ’,
’volume_conductor ’ : {
’grid.filename ’ : ’path/to/grid.msh’,
’tensors.filename ’ : ’path/to/tensors.dat’
}
}
driver = dp.MEEGDriver3d(config)
Listing 1: Example Python script for creating an MEEGDriver.
a scripting language such as Matlab4 or Python5. For both languages there are already
existing software frameworks for processing EEG and MEG data [6, 3, 4]. Thus, by
providing direct bindings one can include the forward modeling approach directly into
an existing analysis pipeline. An example for such an integration is presented in [8], where
the authors introduce a pipeline for performing source analysis using the conforming finite
element method together with the classical Venant source model. The forward models are
implemented using the SimBio software6 and integrated into the Matlab-based FieldTrip-
toolbox7. The Python and Matlab bindings for the duneuro module are provided in
separate Dune modules: duneuro-py and duneuro-matlab, respectively. The purpose of
both modules is to translate the input data given as data structures in the respective
programming language and translate them into the C++ counterparts. For some cases,
this translation can be performed without copying any data, which is especially relevant
for large matrices such as the transfer matrix. An example of the driver construction in a
Python script is shown in Listing 1. The configuration of the discretization is provided as
a python dictionary and the mesh is loaded from a file. Alternatively, the mesh can also
be provided directly by specifying the vertices, elements, labels and conductivity tensors.
Note that the discretization method, in this case cg, is provided as a parameter in the
configuration. By changing it to dg and adding the necessary additional parameters such
as the penalty parameter η, one can directly use the discontinuous Galerkin method
through the same interface. Thus, once a user is able to use the duneuro library for
any discretization method, a switch to a different discretization method can be directly
performed. Listing 2 shows the same construction of the driver object as in Listing 1
using the Matlab interface. The general structure of the Matlab script is similar to the
4https://www.mathworks.com
5https://www.python.org
6https://www.mrt.uni-jena.de/simbio
7http://www.fieldtriptoolbox.org
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cfg = [];
cfg.type = ’fitted ’;
cfg.solver_type = ’cg ’;
cfg.element_type = ’tetrahedron ’;
cfg.volume_conductor.grid.filename = ’path/to/grid.msh ’;
cfg.volume_conductor.tensors.filename = ’path/to/tensors.dat ’;
driver = duneuro_meeg(cfg);
Listing 2: Example Matlab script for creating an MEEGDriver.
Python script. The main differences are the use of Matlab syntax and the replacement
of the Python dictionary by a Matlab struct array. Even though the wrapper code for
creating the driver object is different, both scripting languages interface the C++ library
and use the same code base.
6 Example: Source Analysis of Somatosensory Evoked
Potentials
As a practical example the forward solutions of duneuro are used to perform a dipole
scan on somatosensory evoked potentials using the CutFEM method. A right-handed,
49 years old, male subject participated in an electric stimulation experiment of the right
median nerve with simultaneous EEG recordings. The EEG was measured using 74
electrodes, whose positions where digitized using a Polhemus FASTTRAK device8. The
subject was stimulated in supine position in order to reduce modeling errors due to brain
movement, because the corresponding MRI for head volume conductor modeling was
also measured in supine position [48]. In total, 1200 stimuli were applied, each with a
duration of 200 ms. The inter-stimulus interval was randomized in the range of 350 ms to
450 ms. The EEG data was preprocessed using a band-pass filter from 20 Hz to 250 Hz
and notch-filters at 50 Hz and harmonics to reduce power-line noise. After removing one
bad channel the remaining trials where averaged to produce the evoked potential data.
Figure 4 shows a butterfly plot of the resulting time series of the averaged potentials as
well as a topography plot of the potential measured at the electrodes at the peak of the
P20 component at the time point of 25.8 ms.
Using a 3 T MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), T1-weighted
and T2-weighted MRI sequences were measured. Based on these MRI images, a six-
compartment voxel segmentation has been constructed, distinguishing between skin,
skull compacta, skull spongiosa, csf, gray matter and white matter using SPM129 via
8https://polhemus.com
9http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12
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Figure 4: Left: Butterfly plot of the somatosensory evoked potentials. The vertical red
line indicates the 25.8 ms time point. Right: topography plot of the averaged
potential at the electrodes for t = 25.8 ms
Fieldtrip10, FSL11 and internal Matlab routines. We extracted surfaces from this voxel
segmentation to distinguish between the different tissue compartments. To smooth the
surfaces while maintaining the available information from the voxel segmentation, we
applied an anti aliasing algorithm created for binary voxel images presented in [49].
The resulting smoothed surfaces are represented as level-set functions. The digitized
electrodes were registered to the head surface using landmark-based rigid parametric
registration. Especially in occipital and inferior regions, due to the lying position of
the subject during MRI measurement, the gray matter compartment touches the inner
skull surface. From Figure 4 we see a clear dipolar pattern in the topography plot. To
estimate the location of the dipole, we performed a single dipole scan using a normal-
constraint for dipole orientation on the source space, i.e., a set of source locations within
the gray matter compartment [45]. The source space is created using a weighted sum
of level-set functions for gray and white matter as αΦwm + (1 − α)Φgm with α = 0.8.
The resulting level-set function for the source space was discretized using the marching
cubes algorithm presented in [50], which resulted in 269 417 source locations. For each
location, we computed the dipole orientation normal to the surface of the source space.
Note that there was no manual interaction or modification of the surfaces obtained by
this process. Figure 5 shows the skin, skull and gray matter surfaces and the electrode
positions as well as the source space that was used in the example computation.
Using the level-set functions, we constructed a CutFEM head model and computed
the EEG transfer matrix for all electrode positions using the presented duneuro toolbox.
Using the transfer matrix, we computed the EEG forward solution for all dipole positions
with the fixed orientation and unit strength using the Venant source model [38, 16]. The
optimal strength s with respect to a given measurement m for a dipole with the leadfield
l can be obtained by minimizing ‖ls −m‖2 over s. The resulting optimal strength for
10http://fieldtriptoolbox.org
11https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl
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Figure 5: Left: skin, skull and gray matter surfaces of the six-compartment isotropic
head model along with the electrode montage used in the practical example.
Right: source space relative to the electrode positions.
reproducing the measured data is given as
s = max
( 〈l,m〉2
‖l‖22
, 0
)
.
The maximum with 0 is used in order to restrict the solution along the respective positive
normal direction because the P20/N20 component is assumed to be located in Brodmann
area 3b of the somatosensory SI cortex pointing out of the cortex to produce a frontal
positivity [51]. This strength is embedded into the goodness of fit measure (GOF) that
is defined as
GOF = 1− ‖ls−m‖
2
2
‖m‖22
and measures the ability of the numerical solution to reproduce the measured data.
In the case of a single dipole scan this includes how well the data can be represented
as a single dipole. Former results have shown that the single dipole source model is
appropriate for the reconstruction of the early somatosensory response [52, 53, 51]. If
the data can be exactly reproduced, the GOF has a value of 1. Figure 6 shows the source
with the maximal GOF measure on three slices of the subjects MRI data. The GOF for
this source is 0.974. The source was reconstructed in the primary somatosensory cortex
in the wall of the post-central gyrus and has a mainly tangential orientation, which
reproduces findings of [52, 53, 51]. Figure 7 shows the source embedded in the source
15
a axial b coronal c sagittal
Figure 6: Reconstructed source (red) of the P20 component on an axial, a coronal and
a sagittal slice of the MRI following electric stimulation of the medianus nerve
at the right wrist. Note the left-right orientation of the axial and coronal slices
following radiological convention.
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Figure 7: Left: Reconstructed source (red) of the P20 component and its location within
the source space. Right: Distribution of the GOF measure on the source space.
A darker color indicates a higher GOF.
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space along the distribution of the GOF measure. We see that the GOF measure is
higher for source locations on the gyral walls with a tangentially oriented normal vector
and that the higher values are located close to the central sulcus. Overall, the GOF
measure shows a smooth distribution in these areas while being sensitive to orientation
changes.
7 Summary and Outlook
In this paper we presented the duneuro software, a toolbox for solving forward problems
in neuroscience. We provided a general description of the toolbox as well as detailed in-
formation on the main concepts. Short examples showed the extendibility of the different
subcomponents. We presented a method to efficiently localize positions within a given
mesh and described bindings of the library for scripting languages. Finally the practical
usability of the library was demonstrated by a source analysis of experimental data of
a somatosensory stimulation. The duneuro toolbox offers a flexible and efficient way
to solve the EEG/MEG forward problem using modern mathematical methods. There
are several open goals regarding the software implementation. Foremost, a direct com-
parison with existing tools for computing forward solutions for EEG and MEG, such
as the SimBio toolbox, is currently performed. Similar to the latter toolbox, a closer
integration into existing source analysis frameworks, such as FieldTrip, BrainStorm or
mne-python should be considered. This would also then allow to evaluate the advantages
and disadvantages of the new FEM methods that are now available through the duneuro
code in practical applications. This integration would offer the use of duneuro for differ-
ent inverse approaches. Several other forward problems, e.g., electric or magnetic brain
stimulation, are already partly implemented, but their support should be improved and
evaluated. Of special interest would then be a connection to optimization procedures
for transcranial direct current stimulation [54, 55]. In order to improve the stability of
the codebase and ensure the reliability of the results even under future modifications, a
testing framework using continuous integration should be implemented.
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